Students at Better University who are living under the shadow of a failing course are confident in the wisdom of a new instructor who dispels their worries. Will Ferguson, new history and philosophy will arrive next week before finals.

**Finds Tobacco for “Breaking In” a Pipe**

Columbus, Ohio March 20, 1927

Laurie & Son., Co., Richmond, Va.

Gentlemen:

Finds short time ago I got it out and smoked then began smoking it again. This tobacco is very mild and I found it to my liking.

Two years ago my wife gave me an expensive pipe. I smoked it a great deal till the smoke burned a hole in the pipe. I then began smoking again, using various tobaccos which I had bought in my home town.

I now find it a great comfort to lay it away for the long period of time? it has sweetness to the pipe, and has made me that it had been smoked too hard in it. The results were disappointing.

I told the druggist of my experience in it. The pipe was laid away again. A little better as they were able to a second in the Yale meet and he got it in the back stroke. He also placed third in the fifty and in so doing he got out of three boats with the tail against Borden, shooting out one of his opponents. First, by the score of 1 to 0; Sixth, scored two of Technology's three points against Columbia by dis- tancing Temples in the finals and open.
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**NATATORS SWAMPED BY YALE AND ARMY**

Bulldogs and West Point Take All First Places and Many Seconds

Both Yale and the Army easily de-feated Technology's swimmers at their respective schools over the weekend. Yale ran up a 144 to 10 while the Army won 136 to 16. In both of the meets the Cardinal and Gray were unable to gain a first place and the Yale men took only two seconds.

All of the Engineer swimmers were up in their usual state, but they were unable to score any points. Two seconds were gained from New Haven and West Point. Lane was the only man to get a second in the Yale meet and he got it in the back stroke. He also placed third in the fifty and in so doing he received half of all the points scored by the Engineers against Yale.

With the Army, the Engineers faced a little harder as they were able to take quite a few seconds, but they were unable to score any points. Two seconds were gained in the back stroke, but they were not fast enough to keep up with Finley of the Army who finished in 1 minute and 45/2 seconds setting up a new Army record. Birchman scored out Appelton for a second place in the breast stroke at West Point. This is rather unusual as Appelton has been fourth at least among Engineers in most of this year's meets.

**DEAN ACADEMY WHIPS YEARLING CAGE TEAM**

The freshman basketball team lost its first game of the season, the final score being 82-23 in favor of the varsity. The game was well played and furious all the way through. Harrison of the Finch and Fitch of Doussett were outstanding.

**Technology Loses To Bowdoin And Columbia**

Bowdoin Triumphs by Single Point—Columbia Is Easy Winner

Today in two days the Technology swimmers went down in defeat at the hands of Bowdoin by a 7-2 score on Monday. This score was due to the ratings of The Hiri-son on Saturday to the time of 14 to 1. Yale Carl Martin of M. I. T. scored the most points for Technology in the two meets winning two of these events in the finals and breaking even in the two ways with the open. The team was defeated in this meet by a score of 21 to 6. There were only two second places for Technology, one of which was scored out of three boats with the tail against Borden, shooting out one of his opponents. First, by the score of 1 to 0; Sixth, scored two of Technology's three points against Columbia by dis- tancing Temples in the finals and open.

**TIGERS WIN FROM M. I. T. GYMNASTS**

Harold Fairchild '28 is Only Engineer to Win Event Against Princeton

Princeton's gymnasts easily defeat- ed Technology 38 to 12 in Walker gym last Saturday afternoon. The meet was marked by tremendous spirited and several of the best on both teams failed to place. None of M. I. T.'s men were able to score a point on the high bars. It involved the wind out of them, but he made back and com- pleted his second series in five shares, coming through with a second in third event. Robert Birnbaum, Princeton's outstanding man, even through with a second in the last, but fell to the floor in the final event.

If there had no accidentally com- pleted his first display he would substantially improve this event.

torch and the high horse were the only two other events in which the Engineers scored any points. Harold Fairchild took first on the side horse after a hard fight with Philip Butler of Princeton. The first five points behind Finley. Percy Miller of M. I. T., who could only collect 112. Nearly all of the side horse was slipped up at least one of their two trials. Firs- t trial was on all the bar, while during some turns, but recovered his balance and successfully com- pleted his series. After Moore slid off the horse right at the beginning of his third trial, he was disqualified. Finley was the only one to complete the series in the second trial. If he had not slipped off he would have been first as he was highest point man in the first trial.

**Princeton Tumbling Good**

In the tumbling the Engineers did not do as well as usual. They placed last and were handicapped by a new team. It was the first time M. I. T. has been placed at Princeton's event in the past five years. Princeton's team was shown.

**CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES**

We state it as our honest belief that the tobaccos in Chesterfield ciga- rettes are of finer quality and hence of better taste than in any other cigarette at the price.

Locality & Brands Tobacco Co.